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of a theological nature. Of these the Nicene
and Post-Nicene Fathers has been translated
into English.
BASIN, in physical geography, a term
referring to an area, great or small, which is
drained by a river and its tributaries. The
high* stretch of land dividing one river basin
from another is the watershed; the various
watersheds divide each country into its river
basins. The basin of a lake or sea consists of
the basins of all the rivers which run into it.
In geology a basin is any dipping or dis-
position of strata toward a common axis or
center, due to upheaval and subsidence. It
is sometimes used almost synonymously with
"formation," to express the deposits lying in
a certain cavity or depression in older rocks.
See physical geography.
BASKET AND BASKETRY. Baskets
are made by weaving together twigs, splints,
leaves, grass or wire, and the art of making
them is known as basketry.
The most common baskets are made from
thin, flat strips of wood, called splints. Ash,
oak, elm and birch are the woods most fre-
quently used. The splints for handmade
baskets are obtained by beating the logs with
a heavy maul until the wood readily splits
into thin pieces. The splints are then cut to
the proper width, finished and soaked in
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until they can be bent to any desired
Twigs of the willow are uged for
many kinds of baskets tod for baby
t? ohairs an4 other; article of fumi-
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an important industry. In the United States
baskets used for marketing fruit are made
by machinery and the sides and bottom are
often of one piece. Basketry is among- the
simplest of the mechanic arts, and wherever
uncivilized races have been found, their
women are seen to be skilful in weaving tex-
tiles into baskets, cloth and matting. Among
all uncivilized tribes this work bears evidence
of more or less skill, but as far as known, the
American Indians excel all others in the
variety, designs and finish of their baskets,
fig. 2
and it is from them that many of the most
useful and beautiful designs have been ob-
tained. Basketry is an art readily learned by
those who are crippled or deformed in such a
way as to render them unfit for most oc-
cupations, and it is taught in many schools
for these unfortunates*
Manufacture. The manufacture of bas-
kets includes gathering and preparing the
material as well as fashioning it into th«
finished article. The processes involved and
the labor necessary depend upon the material
used and the kind of baskets that are to be
made from it, All baskets, according to their
construction, can be divided into two classes,
woven baskets and coil baskets,
Woven Baskets* The simplest form of
woven basketry and that in most general use
for large baskets is checker work, in. which
the gplints cross at right angles^ each splint
of the ^weft" running alternately above a$4
below the splints of the "warp/* This style
of weaving is employed with botfci l&rgt
flue spli&fev but^momi?

